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Introduction 
In his Habilitationsschrift [6] Helmut Schwichtenberg has proved the following 
result about definitions of ordinal recursive functionals (a more precise formula- 
tion will be given in subsection 3.3 hereafter): if such a definition, say of 
functional Qi, contains subdefinitions in which auxiliary functionals of higher type 
levels than Qi are introduced by primitive or transfinite recursion, then these 
“detours through higher type levels” can be eliminated by means of transfinite 
recursion over a new, canonicly constructed wellordering, which has, roughly 
spoken, an exponentially bounded order type. Together with results of Kreisel 
and Tait in the other direction (see also [9]), this reveals an interesting connection 
between (definition by detours through) higher type levels on the one hand and 
transfinite recursion on the other hand. 
The purpose of the present paper is to contribute to a deeper insight into this 
rather fundamental connection, namely by means of an alternative, conceptually 
more simple proof of Schwichtenberg’s result. This alternative proof makes, just 
as Schwichtenberg’s original proof (see [6] or [7]), also use of a representation of 
the relevant functionals by terms, but now these terms are ordinary finite terms, 
which are (technically as well as mentally) much easier to be managed than the 
infinite terms that play a central role in [6] and [7]. For one thing: coding finite 
terms by numbers is an almost trivial affair, whereas this is considerably more 
complicated for infinite terms (and, moreover, in order to manipulate codes of the 
latter one needs additional technical tools like, e.g., the primitive recursion 
theorem for indices of primitive recursive functions). 
What now comes instead of the manipulation of infinite terms is an analysis of a 
certain successor relation, in the style of San&is [5] and Howard [2], between 
finite terms. This successor relation looks partly like a reduction relation of the 
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familiar kind and, indeed, the original version of it was introduced by Sanchis in 
order to prove results, in particular strong normalization, about this notion of 
reduction. For the purpose of the argumentation to be presented here the 
following three properties of the successor relation are crucial (precise technical 
formulations will be given in the actual proof hereafter): 
(1) For each term M the value of M can be computed in a simple, direct way 
from the values of its successors. 
(2) The successor relation is wellfounded. 
(3) The successors of a term have ‘reasonably low’ type levels. 
As to the proofs of these properties: (3) will be trivial and (1) will be intuitively 
fairly clear from the definition of the successor relation; it will be a matter of 
routine to fill in the technical details for (1). The heart of the whole argumenta- 
tion concerns (2), in fact. What will be needed for our purposes is not just an 
arbitrary proof of wellfoundedness, but rather a proof that is, with regard to its 
methods, as elementary as possible and that reaches its goal by means of a 
(relatively) simple ordinal assignment to terms such that each term has a bigger 
ordinal than its successors. Such a proof, satisfying these requirements, is pre- 
sented in Section 2 of this paper. It has been strongly inspired by Howard’s 
approach in [2] (in particular pp. 497-499, from “A more detailed examination”, 
after Theorem 2.8). A simplification with respect to the results in [2] is that here 
direct ordinal assignments are constructed, independently of the notion of ‘tree of 
a term’ (cf. [2, p. 4941). 
Once (the precise and sharp versions of) (l), (2) and (3) have been proved, 
Schwichtenberg’s result can roughly be obtained as follows. Let there be given a 
definition of an ordinal recursive functional @, as at the beginning of this 
introduction. Then this definition can straightforwardly be transformed into a 
term F@ that represents CD, i.e., the value (or interpretation) [F,D of F@ is just 
equal to @. Now it follows from (1) and (2) above that this value Q, of FG can also 
be obtained by transfinite recursion over the successor relation. Moreover, by (3), 
this transfinite recursion will not go through higher type levels. 
So we can replace the original definition of @ by an equivalent definition of @ 
by a transfinite recursion, without detours through higher type levels. This new 
definition has not yet the proper form of a definition of an ordinal recursive 
functional; in such a definition we can have only transfinite recursion over a 
wellordering of a subset of N, the set of the natural numbers, and, moreover, the 
preceding values that are referred to at any stage of the recursion must be 
functionals of a fixed type CT. However, by coding terms and by application of 
so-called valuation functionals in the style of Schwichtenberg [6] (but somewhat 
simpler since all terms are finite now) it is merely a matter of routine to bring the 
definition into this proper form. After that the proof of the theorem will be 
finished; the desired (exponential) bound for the order type of the new well- 
ordering (as mentioned above) will be clear from the constructions. 
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1. F~ctionals, terms and valuation 
1.l. The set Typ of types is inductively defined by: 0 E Typ and if a, r E Typ, then 
also(a+7)~Typ.Ifu~,..., a,, are types, then we write u1 + * * + CT~-~ + CT,, for 
(a, + (a . . (cT~_~ + a,,). . 0)). If u, 7~Typ and n EN, then u” + 7 is the type 
CT--, * - - * u + T with n times u; recursively defined: u” -_, T = 7 and ant1 3 7 = 
u+un+7. (So um+n~T=um-+un+%) 
The full type smrcture (&)a.TyP is given by: go = N and ?j$_, consists of all 
maps from g,, to 3,. The elements of & are called the functionals of type u. The 
type level Lev(u) of (a functional of) type u is defined by: 
Lev(0) = 0 and Lev(u + 7) = max(Lev(u) + 1, Lev(T)). 
(Remark: Lev(u) = Lev(T) if and only if $J,, and $J:, have the same cardinality.) 
The standard type n of level n (with n EN) is defined by: 0 = 0 and n+ 1 = (II ---, 0). 
Clearly n is just the shortest type u such that Lev(u) = n. 
In the sequel functionals (of any type) will mostly be denoted by (possibly 
indexed) Greek capitals @, 9,0,0. The type may be stressed by means of an 
upper index: W, etc. @ E u means: @ E &. According to the standard Schiinfinkel 
convention we identify g-,_. ._,_ with the set of all maps from the Cartesian 
product B’, x * * - x ?j_ to FL So instead of @(!Po) + * - (!Pk) (with 
@EU()O.’ .--,Uk +T and Piuiui, O<i<k) we often write @(lI$,...,Vk) (or 
may be just @PO - * * W,). In particular, the ordinary number-theoretic functions 
f:W -+N (n 3 1) are identified with the functionals of type 0” + 0 (n 3 l), and 
the latter are exactly the functionals of type level 1. 
The zero functional 0” of type u is defined by: O”= 0 and if u = a0 + - * * + 
U, 40, then for all pi EU~ (Osisk), O”(Wo,. . . , ?Pk)=O. 
In definitions of functionals we will sometimes make use the metu lambdaX. 
For example, if u=uo~~~~-+uk+O, then O”=X~***~*O. 
1.2. A wellordering (w.o.) is in the following always (unless stated otherwise) a 
wellordering -c of a subset Field(<) of N. If < is a w.o., then )< ) is the order 
type of < and, for each number n EN, Inl, is the ordinal corresponding to n in < 
(that is: the order type of the restriction of < to {x E Field(c) ) X-K n}; if 
n$Field(<), then always InI4 = 0). 
From given functionals one may construct new functionals by means of explicit 
definition, primitive recursion or x-recursion, i.e., transfinite recursion over a 
given W.O. K. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with these notions (cf., e.g., 
[7, §l]). In particular, a definition of a functional @ ~0 --, u from a functional 
8 E (0 + a) + 0 + u by <-recursion is of the form 
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where, for each x EN, the course-of-values functional [@I,, E 0 + (+ is defined by: 
[@]_.,(y) = @p(y) if y< x and =O” otherwise. 
If n EN, then the class PRF, of the primitive recursive functionals of degree n is 
the smallest class (i) containing 0 and the successor function S, (ii) closed under 
explicit definition and (iii) closed under definition of functionals of type level <n 
by means of primitive recursion. If, in addition, K is a w.o., then the class 
REC,(O of the <-recursive functionals of degree n is the smallest class with 
properties (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) closed under definition of functionals of type level 
<n by means of <-recursion (cf. [9]). 
We write 
PRF= U PRF, and REC(<) = U REC,(<). 
neN neN 
The set of the primitive recursive functions in the ordinary, well-known sense 
will be denoted by Prf. From Prf we define: EXP is the smallest class of 
functionals such that (i) 0 EEXP and Prfc EXP and (ii) EXP is closed under 
explicit definition. It is clear that EXP c PRF,. In fact, it can even be proved that 
EXP= PRF, (this follows from P&&r [4] or Tait [S]), but we will not need this 
stronger result. 
Lemma. Let < be a W.O. and let K, be the characteristic function of 4. Then 
K, E REC,(<). 
Proof. Define the function f :N* + N by: f(x, y) = 1 if x = y and =[f],,(y, y) 
otherwise; then fE REC,(<) and y < xc, (y # x r\f(x, y) = 1). q 
1.3. We now define a system TR of terms for the representation of the <- 
recursive functionals from REC(<), where 4 is any fixed W.O. We will make use 
of some basic notions from the typed lambda calculus; it is assumed that the 
reader is familiar with these. 
TR-temts (in the sequel simply terms) will be built up from the following 
symbols: typed variables (infinitely many vg, vy, VT, vz, . . . for every type a), 
brackets and A, 0, s, R, T, [T]. 
The set TR = U {TR(a) ( CT E Typ} of the (TR-) terms is inductively defined as 
follows; here 0, i, 2, . . . are the numerals, with 010 and n + l-(%), and FV(M) 
is the set of the free variables of term M, in the usual sense. 
1. &TR(o), s E TR(0 --, 0). 
2. vp~TR(a) for all (+~Typ, iEN. 
3. ME TR(a + T), NE TR(a) + (MN) E TR(7). 
4. METR(T) j (hv7M)~TR(a-+ T). 
5. GETR(~+O-,U), iYeTR(a) with FV(G)=FV(H)=(b j (RGH)E 
TR(0 + a). 
6. GETR((O+~)+O-+(+) with FV(G) = pI + (TG)ETR(O *o> and 
([T]G~~)ETR(O+U) for all n&J. 
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The terms of the form (RGH), (TG) or ([T]Gfi) will be called recursion blocks. 
The elements of TR(a) are the terms of type u. If M is a term, then we denote 
by Typ(M) and Lev(M) the type and the type level of (the type of) M, 
respectively. In addition we define: the degree Deg(M) of M is the maximum of 
the type levels of the recursion blocks occurring in M. (If M contains no recursion 
blocks, then Deg(M) = 0.) 
For each n EN we define: 
TR, = {ME TR 1 Deg(M) S n}. 
So TR, consists just of the terms that are generated by clauses 1, 2, 3, 4 only. 
These are the pure typed lambda terms. The set of these is also denoted by h’. (So 
we have: TR, = A’.) 
Notations. In general, variables will be denoted by X, Y, 2, x, y, z, terms by A, 
B, F, G, H, K, L, M, N and, in particular, terms of type 0 by s, t. As usual we 
write MN1 . . . Nk (or MI?) instead of (* * .((MNJN.,) . . * Nk) and hxr * * * xk * A4 
instead of (hxl(hx, - . . (AX&~) . . .)>. 
Var is the set of all variables and Var(cr) is the ordered set of all variables of 
type u (v& UT, v;, . . .). If V is any subset of TR, then we write, for each type a, 
V(a) = {ME V 1 Typ(M) = a} (=TR(cr) n V). 
1.4. Terms are interpreted as follows, using the notion of assignment. By defini- 
tion, an assignment is a map p such that the domain dam(p) of p is a finite subset 
of Var and for each x E dam(p), p(x) is a functional of the same type as x. If p is 
an assignment and if x1, . . . , xk are distinct variables of the same types as the 
functionals al, . . . , cl+ respectively, then p[al, . . . , ak/xl, . . . , xk] is the follow- 
ing assignment p’: 
dom(p’) = dam(p) U{x,, . . . , x,}, p’(x,)=Gi (lsisk) and 
P’(Y) = P(Y) for all Y Edom(p)\h, . . . , xd. 
An assignment for a term METR is an assignment p such that FV(M) c 
dam(p). 
Now let -C be a fixed W.O. Then the value or interpretation [A4&, E $J_ of a term 
ME TR(u) relative to any assignment p for M is defined as follows, by recursion 
on the length of M. 
1. [Till, = 0, ljsn, = s. 
2. [xl, = p(x) for x E dam(p). 
3. UWQ = Wl,(UNJlJ. 
4. [AxM&, = X?P * [lM]I,cT,xl, where u = Typ(x). 
5. I[RGH&, is the functional @ that is defined from I[G&, and [HJ, by primitive 
recursion: Q(O) = [If& and @(x + 1) = UC&,(@(x), x). 
6. UTGn, is the functional @ that is defined from CC&, by <-recursion, as in 1.2. 
And for each n EN, [[T]GfiD, is the course-of-values [@L, of this @ below 
n. 
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Clearly, as to the assignment p for M, [M&, depends only on the restriction 
p r IV(M) of p to FV(M). So if M is closed, i.e., W(M) = 8, then we simply write 
[M]1 instead of [n/ill,. 
If desirable, the W.O. 4 may be made explicit by means of an upper index: 
I[Mll;:, lbf]I’. 
Lemma. Let < be a W.O. Then for each n E N: 
REC,(<) = (I[M]’ 1 METR, and FV(M) = $3). 
Proof. Obvious. (As to r>: make use of K, E REC,(<), see Lemma 1.2, in order 
to deal with [T]GE) Cl 
2. The successor relation and ordinal assignments 
In this section we define and investigate, purely from the syntactical point of 
view, the successor relation + between terms. The three crucial properties of this 
relation have already been roughly indicated in the introduction; in this section 
we will be concerned with the second one: wellfoundedness. In particular we will 
construct so-called reducing ordinal assignments to terms, satisfying the condition 
that each term obtains a bigger ordinal than any of its successors. 
We will also (and, in fact, mainly) be concerned with so-called weakly reducing 
ordinal assignments, that satisfy certain weaker versions of the above condition. 
The use of these will be rather essential, namely for the following two reasons. 
(1) Weakly reducing ordinal assignments will serve as intermediate stages in 
the constructions of reducing ordinal assignments. 
(2) In the applications in the next section, Section 3, it will in general not only 
be the case that a (suitably chosen) weakly reducing ordinal assignment is already 
good enough, but also that this is preferable to the available ‘strongly reducing’ 
ordinal assignment because of the fact that it assigns considerably smaller ordinals 
(which is important in order to get low bounds for the order types of the new 
wellorderings, as mentioned at the beginning of the introduction). 
Convention. In the rest of this section 4 is a fixed W.O. with infinite order type 
)<I. Instead of jn(, ( w h ere n E N) we will simply write Jn( (cf. 1.2). 
2.1. We start with introducing some more syntactical notions, in addition to those 
of 1.3. 
As usual, F[Gi, . . . , GJX, . . . , X,] (with X1, . . . , X, distinct variables of the 
same type as the terms Gr, . . . , Gk respectively) is the result of simultaneous 
substitution of G1, . . . , Gk for the free occurrences of X,, . . . , X, in F. (Remark. 
Here it is understood that bound variables are renamed whenever necessary. We 
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will not dwell on this matter; in fact we identify tacitly any two terms that are 
equal up to c-w-conversion ; cf. Barendregt [ 1, Appendix Cl.) 
L =M means that L is a valiant of M; here ‘variant of’ is, by definition, the 
smallest equivalence relation on TR with the following property: if L can be 
obtained from M by replacing a free occurrence of a variable X by a variable Y 
of the same type such that resulting occurrence of Y in L is still free, then L is a 
variant of M. 
L cmgM means that L is an argument of M, i.e., we can write M=FK, . . . Kk, 
with F, K1, . . . , Kk E TR, such that L E{K~, . . . , Kk}. 
L ch M means that L is a head term of M, i.e., we can write M = LK, * * * Kk 
with kal. 
L c M means that L is a subterm of M, in the usual sense. (So in particular: 
M c M; the subterms of M other than M are called the proper substerms of M.) 
The set of all subterms of M is denoted by Sub(M). 
The hereditary type level Lev*(M) of term M is defined by: 
Lev*(M) = max{Lev(L) 1 L c M}. 
Recall that h’ ( = TRJ is the set of the pure typed lambda terms (cf. 1.3). Now we 
define for each n EN: 
h;={M~h* ILev*(M)<n}. 
2.2. The sUccessor relation + c TR xTR is defined as follows (instead of 
(M, N) E 4 we will write M + N): if M, NE TR, then M + N holds if and only if 
this is forced by one of the clauses (l), (2), . . . , (7b) below, where, in addition, it 
is required that in clauses (2), (3), . . . , (7b) the term at the left hand side of + has 
type 0. 
The terms N such that M +N (also written: N t M) will be called the 
successors of M. 
(1) F+FXI.*. X, if Type(F) # 0 and X1, . . . , X, are variables such that 
Fx, * . . X, is a term of type 0. 
(2) AK,...K,~Ki (1 s i =S k) if A is a variable or the successor s. 
(3) (hxG)HK, - * . Elk ---, G[H/XjK, . - - Kk. 
(4) BtK,...Kk~t,B~K1...Kk,BiKl...Kk,...,BjiKl...Kk,... 
if B is a recursion block and t is not a numeral. 
(5a) RGH6K1 - - . Kk + HK, . - - Kk. 
(5b) RGHn + lK, * . . Kk + G(RGiYfi)r?K, . . . Kk. 
(6) TGEK, . - - Kk --, G([T]Gti)i’iK1. - . Kk. 
(7a) [T]G@iK1 * * - Kk * TGrEK, * . - Kk if m< n. 
(7b) [T]GfifiK1 - . . Kk + 0 ifim<n. 
2.3. In the following we will mean by an ordinal assignment exclusively a map 
I-1: V -+ ON (with ON the class of all ordinals) such that 
1. the domain V is one of the classes TR, TR,, h’, h; (n EN), and 
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2. the map ‘identifies variants’, i.e., 
Such an ordinal assignment 1.1: V ---, ON is called reducing if it satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(Sue) VME VVL tMJL(<]M( 
(Arg) VME VVLc,M1LJ<]M] 
(Fex) VM E V(a + T) VXE Vat(a) [(MX( < (Ml A (7 = 0 j IMX] < IM])]. 
(Here ‘Fex’ refers to ‘free extension’.) 
It is called weakly reducing if it satisfies (Arg), (Fex) and the following weaker 
version of (Sue): 
(Suh) VME V[(VL t M (L(<(M))v~FC,,M l~lclMl]_ 
The following notion of ‘rank’ (corresponding to Howard’s notion of ‘degree’ in 
[2, p. 4941) determines a hierarchy within the class of all weakly reducing ordinal 
assignments: 
Let 0 s p so. An ordinal assignment of rank p is, by definition, an ordinal 
assignmant 1.1: V+ON that satisfies the conditions (Arg), (Fex) and 
(Sub,) VM E V [(VL + M JL( < /MI) v 3F c,, M (IFI < IMI r\Lev(F) c p)]. 
Some trivial observations: 
(1) The ordinal assignments of rank 0 are exactly the reducing ordinal assign- 
ments and those of rank w the weakly reducing ordinal assignments. 
(2) Suppose 0 -_(p --(q f o. Then every ordinal assignment of rank p is also an 
ordinal assignment of rank q. 
(3) Every weakly reducing ordinal assignment with domain V = h; is automati- 
cally an ordinal assignment of rank II (just because of the fact that every term in 
h’: has type level sn). 
Before we turn to the actual construction of (weakly) reducing ordinal assign- 
ments, we now present first (in subsections 2.4-2.14) a general, rather simple 
method for transforming ordinal assignments of rank > 0 into ordinal assignments 
of smaller rank (still with the same domain V). This method has been inspired by 
the approach of Howard in [2, pp. 493-4991. It will enable us afterwards, in 
Section 3 (to be more specific: in Definition 3.6(ii)), to replace (certain restrictions 
of) the weakly reducing ordinal assignment ]*],:TR + ON, that will be con- 
structed in 2.18, by ordinal assignments of sufficiently low ranks. The operations 
that perform this lowering of ranks will be denoted by RED, (see Theorem 2.6). 
(By the way, these operations play also, at an earlier stage, a role in the 
construction of ].IR itself, namely in order to obtain the auxiliary ordinal assign- 
ment ].lx : A’ + ON in 2.16, Construction IB.) 
2.4. Let M be a term. Loosely speaking we mean by a frame of M a term L that 
can be obtained from M by replacing some (possibly none) subterms by single 
(not necessarily distinct), free variables. More precisely: a frame of M is a term L 
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I. =M, and M=M,[N,, . . . , NJX1,. . . ,X,J 
for some term M,, and some (possibly empty) sequences * = (N,, . . . , Nk) and 
X=(X,,.. . , X,) of terms, respectively variables, where Ni and X have the same 
type (lsisk). 
Note that from this more precise definition it follows that the occurrences of 
subterms of M that are replaced by single variables may not contain occurrences 
of variables that are bound from the outside. 
Notation. If I. and M are terms, then I. CM means that L is a frame of M. 
Without proof we mention the following elementary fact: 
Lemma. Supppose : M = M,[F,, . . . , &/X1, . . . , XJ = N,[G,, . . . , GJY,, . . . , YJ, 
where Xl, . . . . X,EFV(MJ and Y1, . . . . Y,,, E FV(N,). Suppose also: M,, = No. 
Then 
iFI,. . . ,F,}\Var={G,, . . . , G,,,}\Var. 
Proof. By a routine inspection of the syntactical structure of terms. Cl 
This lemma enables us to define unambiguously: if I. CM, then the subset 
St@, M) of Sub(M) is defined by: write 
M=M,,[N,,. . .,NJXr,. . . ,X,] with L=M,,; 
then 
St& M) = {Ni 1 1 ~i~kr\XiEFV(M,)ANi~Var). 
The elements of St& M) might be called: the substitution terms for filling up the 
frame I. to (a variant of) M. 
If M is a term and 0 s p so, then a p-frame of M is a frame I_ of M such that 
VN E St& M) Lev(N) < p. 
Notation. L C,M means that L is a p-frame of M. 
2.5. Definition. (i) Let 1.1: V +- ON be an ordinal assignment. Let 0 < p so. Then 
SUB,(]~]) is the following map I)*)( : V+ ON, which is defined by recursion on the 
length lb(M) of terms ME V: 
IIMI = min#W-, Wll+ ILI I L &MA M$ W-, MM 
where, in general for any map ]I*() : V-+ ON and any finite subset P = V, ]]P]] = 
max{]]~] 1 NEP} (=O if I’=@). 
Remark. If L CM, then the condition M$ St(L, M) means that L is a proper 
frame of M in the following sense: if Myi Var, then L$ Var. 
It is easily seen that this map ]]*I] is an ordinal assignment again (in the sense of 
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2.3); see Lemma 2.11(i). So we have defined a map 
SUB, : ASS + ASS 
where, by definition, ASS is the class of all ordinal assignments. 
(ii) Let exp : ON + ON be exponentiation with respect to base 2; exp(a) = 2”. 
For each p (0 sp ~0) we define as follows an operation 
RED, : ASS + ASS. 
Let 1.1: V-ON be an ordinal assignment. First define: 
exp().)) : V + ON: M H exp(lMj); 
obviously this is an ordinal assignment again. Next put; 
RED,(I# = SUB,(exp(l#). 
Now the intended result about lowering the rank of weakly reducing ordinal 
assignments is the following theorem: 
2.6. Theorem. Let l-1: V + ON be an ordinal assignment of rank p + 1, where 
p < w. Let I(.)( = RED,().(): V + ON. Then Ij*)( is an ordinal assignment of rank p and 
VME V llMll6exp((MI). 
Proof. See 2.12. 
By repeated application of this theorem it is possible to transform any weakly 
reducing ordinal assignment 1.1: V += ON ultimately into an ordinal assignment 
I)*(): V + ON of rank 0. This is done as follows (see 2.7 and 2.8): 
2.7. Definition. By recursion on n -p we define as follows an operation 
RED&P : ASS + ASS 
for each pair (n, p) with p s n Co. RED,,, is the identity: ASS + ASS and if 
p <n, then RED,,, is the composition RED, 0 RED,,P+l. So if p <n, then 
RED,,, is obtained by iterated composition: 
RED,,, = RED, 0 RED,,, 0 - . - 0 RED,_l. 
Theorem. Let 1.1: V + ON be an ordinal assignment of rank n <w. Let p S n and 
let ~~~~~ = RED,,,()*I): V --, ON. Then ~~~~~ is an ordinal assignment of rank p and 
VME V llMl==,-,<IM,, h w ere, by definition 2,,(a) = (Y and 2k+l(~) = exp(2,(cz)) 
for (YEON, keN. 
Proof. From Theorem 2.6, by induction on n -p. Cl 
2.8. Definition. tit 1.1 be an ordinal assignment: V+= ON, where V = A’ or 
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V = TR. Then the ordinal assignment RED,(I*I) : V + ON is defined by 
RED*(H)(M) = ~n@ED,,O(l~l)(M) I MM s n <o> 
where h(M) =Lev*(M) (see 2.1) if V= A’ and h(M) = Deg(M) (see 1.3) if 
V=TR. 
Theorem. Let (V, h) = (X7, Lev*) or (V, h) = (TR, Deg). Let 1.1: V+ ON be a 
weakly reducing ordinal assignment such that, for each n EF+J(, the restriction of I-) to 
V,,={ME V( h(M) s n} is of rank n. (Note that V,,=hi or V,,=TR,.) 
Then the ordinal assignment RED,((*I) : V + ON is reducing (in other words: of 
rank 0) and VME V RED,(I.I)(M)~2,,,,()Ml). 
Remark. If V = A’ and if 1.1: V+ ON is weakly reducing, then it follows au- 
tomatically that for each n EN the restriction of 1.1 to V,, (=A3 is of rank n; see 
observation (3) in 2.3. 
Proof. For each n EFU, let I*[,, : V,, *ON be the restriction of 1.1 to V,,, which is, by 
hypothesis, of rank n. Write I(-(I,,=RED~,~(I*J,,): V,,+ON. Then, by Theorem 2.7 
above (with p = 0), (($ is of rank 0 and ll~jl,, =z~,(~M~,,)=~,,(~MI) for each 
ME V,,. From this it follows easily that the map ~~~~~: V+ON defined by (lMI( = 
min{lllM(I, 1 n E N M E VJ is also an ordinal assignment of rank 0. Moreover: if 
ME V and n = lb(M), then in particular ME V,, and therefore llMll~llMl\~ =G 
2,(lMI). On th e other hand it is clear from the definitions that this map ((*I( is 
exactly REDJI.1). So we are done. Cl 
It is noteworthy that in order to compute the ordinal RED,(I*I)(M), as defined 
above, we only need to know the values of RED,,,((*()(M) for h(M)Sn =S 
Lev*(M) + 1 rather than for all n with h(M) s n CO. This is expressed by the 
following lemma: 
Lemma. Let (V, h)= (A’, Lev”) or (V, h) = (TR, Deg). Let l-1: V-ON be an 
ordinal assignment. Then for all ME V: 
RED,(I.l)(M) = min{RED,,,(j*I)(M) ) h(M) s n GLev*(M) + l}. 
Proof. See 2.14. 
2.9. We will now present the proofs that have been omitted above; these will 
occupy the subsections 2.9-2.14. The reader who is not interested in them (and 
satisfies himself instead with the knowledge of the rather simple constructions as 
presented in 2.5-2.8) may prefer to turn immediately to the second part of this 
section, namely subsections 2.15-2.19, which will be devoted to the actual 
construction of ordinal assignments I.(* and IaIR. 
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We start with defining two special kinds of frames and will prove thereafter a 
crucial lemma, which expresses that in some way the operation of taking frames of 
a term commutes with the operations of taking arguments or successors of terms. 
A critical frame of term M is a frame L of M such that Typ(M) = 0 and we can 
writeL=XK,-e-K, andM=FL.,~~ + Lk, where k 3 0, X is a variable and F is a 
term that is not a variable. 
An improper frame of M is a frame L of M such that Typ(M) = 0 and we can 
write L =BtK, * - * Kk and M=BiiL, - * * L,, where B is a recursion block, n EN 
and t is a term that is not a numeral. 
Lemma. (i) Suppose: L CM and M’ c_M. Then 
PL’ =arg L (L’CM’r\St(L’, M’) E St(L, M))]v~NE St(L, M) M’c,,,N. 
(ii) Suppose: L CM and L is neither critical nor improper (w.r. t. M). Then 
VM’ + M 3L’ t L L’C M' A St(L’, M’) c St(L, M). 
Proof. Routine; first write, for any given frame L of M, M = 
M,[NI, . . , &/X1, . . . . , X,] with M,= L and XI, . . . , X, EFV(M& and next 
M,=FK, . . * K,,,, where m 20 and the term F is not of the form F,F, (i.e., F has 
no arguments). Then M=GL1 * * * IL,,, with G =F[@%j, & = Ki[&/%j 
(l<i<m), and L=F’K;-* .KA with F’=F,KI=Ki (l<i<m). After this the 
results (i) and (ii) follow by a simple inspection of definitions. As to (i): observe: if 
M’c,M, then (1) M’E{L~, . . . ,I+,,} or (2) M’c,,,G and GE 
{N,, . . . , N,}\Var = St(L, M). As to (ii): observe in particular (by inspection of 
the clauses (2), (3), . . . , (7b) in 2.2): if Typ(M) = 0 and L is neither critical nor 
improper (w.r.t. M), then VM ’ t M ZlMA t MO M’= Mh[fi/%j(‘+ commutes 
with substitution’). 0 
2.10. We will also need some more facts about the ‘frame of’ relation C. The 
proof of these facts will be omitted, since they can easily be obtained by means of 
a routine inspection of the syntactical structure of terms (just as in the case of 
Lemma 2.4). 
Lemma. (i) The ‘frame of’ relation C is a partial order on TR module = ; that is: 
for all terms K,L,M: (LCMAMCL)(SL=M and (KCLr\LCM)jKCM. 
Moroever: if L = M, then St(L, M) = fl and if K CL C M, then 
VN E St(K, M) [NE St(L, M) v 3F E St(K, L) 
(F C N A St(F, N) E St(L, M))]. 
(ii) Suppose: KC M and L CM. Then there exists an infimum inf(K, L) of K and 
L with respect to C. Moreover: this injimum (which is unique up to =) satisfies: 
St(inf(K, L), M) E St(K, M) U St(L, M) and 
VNE St(inf(K, L), K) 3F~st(L, M) NCF. Cl 
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2.11. Lemma. Let )-):V + ON be an ordinal assignment and let ()j)= SUB,((*(), 
where Ospsw. Then the following hold: 
(i) ~~~~~ is an ordinal assignment again (in the sense of 2.3). 
(ii) ~\~\~~~~~ (that is: VME VllMjl~lMI). 
(iii) VM E V VL CPM llMl< Ilst(L, M)ll+ l(LIJ. 
(iv) Suppose that the ordinal assignment 1.1 is weakly reducing. Then \(*\I is also 
weakly reducing. Moreover: let ME V and let l(M((= IlSt(L, M)ll+ lL( with L CPM 
and M$St(L, M); then: 
(1) If VL’ + L (L’J <IL( and L is not critical (w.r.t. M), then also VM’ + 
M IIM’II <llM\l. 
(2) If L is a critical frame of M, then 3G c,,M ((lGIJ<JIM(Jr\Lev(G)~p). 
(3) VFc,L [lFI<lLl+ 3G =&f (llGll< IlMlA Id@ = L4F))l. 
In consequence: if 1.1 is of rank q, then I(-(1 is of rank max(p, q). 
(v) Suppose: p <w and 1.1 is of rank p + 1. Moreover suppose: VK, L E V 
((KJ<IL(j (KJ+(K(<(Ll). Then )(-)I is of rank p. 
Proof. (i) We must prove that II-11 identifies variants. Because of the symmetry of 
z it suffices to prove VM E V VM’ = M ~~M’~~~~~~~. But this can easily be done by 
induction on lb(M). (Observe: L CM = M’ j 3L'C M’ VN’ E St(L’, M’) ONE 
St(L, M) N’ = N.) 
(ii) Obvious, since, for all terms M, M CPM and St(M, M) = @. 
(iii) By induction on lb(M). Let L C, M E V. Case 1. L E Var. Then St(L, M) = 
{M} (if M# Var) or L = M (if ME Var). Hence llM\l< IlSt(L, M)ll+ llLll, since L = M 
implies I(LIJ = (IM(l, by (i). C ase 2. L#Var. Let (IL\] = IlSt(K, L)ll+ IK( with K&L 
and L# St(K, L). Then also K$ Var. We have: K C,L CPM. Hence, by a simple 
application of Lemma 2.10(i), K CPM. Moreover: VNE St(K, M) lb(N) <lb(M) 
since K+!Var. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, 
VN 6 St(K, M) VFC,N IlIvll s IlS@, N)ll+ lIti\. 
From this it follows by a second application of lemma 2.10(i) that 
VN E St(K, M) IINII s lISt(L, M)ll+ IlSt(K, L)ll- 
Hence IlSt(K, M)ll <((St(L, M)ll+ IlSt(K, L)/ and we conclude: 
llMll s IlSt(K, M)ll + IKI G l\St(L, M)ll + IlSt(K, L)ll+ IKI = /St(L, M)ll+ IlLI\. 
(iv) Let 1.1 be weakly reducing, i.e., 1.1 satisfies the conditions (Arg), (Fex) and 
(Suh) of 2.3. Now we must prove that ()-II also satisfies these conditions. 
As to (Arg). By induction lb(M) we show for each ME V: VM’ c_M llM’ll< 
11Mll. I-et M’ =arg ME V. Write J(MII = IlSt(L, M)ll+ (LI with L CPM, M$ St(L, M). 
Now apply Lemma 2.9(i): Case 1. For some argument L’ of L, L’ C M’ and 
St(L’, M’)sSt(L, M). Then also L’C,M’ since L CPM. Hence llM’]l~ 
IlWL’, M’)ll+ IL’1 s IIWL, WI\+ IL’I. M oreover, since L’C,L and I-1 satisfies 
(Arg), (L’J<lL(. Therefore (1M’(I<\jSt(L, M)(I+lLJ =llMll. Case 2. M’c,~N for 
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some NE St& M). Then by the induction hypothesis: 
IIM’II < IlNl s IlStU-3 M)ll s IIWL WI + IL I = IIMI. 
As to (Fex). Let ME V((T + 7) and X~Var(a). Again, write jIMI= 
!St(L, M)ll+ III with L C, M. Then clearly LXC,MX with St&X, MX) = 
St@, M). Hence (IMXj( < IlSt(LX, MX)(( + (LX( = IlSt(L, M)ll+ jLX(. Since I-( satisfies 
(Fex) we have: lI_Xl s(L.1 and, moreover, (LX1 < IL.1 if r = 0. Hence l\ml< 
IlSt(L, M)ll+ IL\ = IlMll with, furthermore, < instead of < if 7 = 0. 
As to (Suh). Let ME V; we must prove: VM’ t M ((M’(I <((M(I or 3G ch M llGl\ < 
1141. Let Ilkfjl= IlSt(L, M)(l+ JL( with L l&M, Mgf St& M). Since 1.1 satisfies (Suh) 
we have: (a) VL’ t I-. JL’( <(LI or (b) for some F q,L IFI <IL!. We split up (a) 
into: (al) L is not critical (w.r.t. M), (a2) L is critical. For each of these cases (al), 
(a2) and (b) we show that the condition [(VM’ t M llM’l\ < jlfll) v 3G ch M llGl\ < 
jlMj\] is satisfied indeed. 
(al) First we prove that in this case L cannot be an improper frame of M (cf. 
2.9). Suppose that L is improper; then we have: Typ(L)=Typ(M)=O and 
L=I3rK1* * . Kk, M=Bi& -a - Lk with B a recursion block, n EN, t not a 
numeral. Write L’ = BiiK, * * * &. Then clearly, because of L CPM, L’C, M and 
St&‘, M) c St(L, M). Hence 
11Mll =+t(L’, M)\I + \I’\ s IlSt(L, M)ll+ IL’\. 
But also L + L’ (by clause (4) in 2.2) and consequently lL’I<ILI (by the 
assumption (a)). So it follows that IlMll <IlSt(L, M)ll+ (LJ = IlMll, a contradiction. 
After this observation we can apply Lemma 2.9(ii) as follows to the present 
case (al). Let M + M’. Then, since L is neither critical nor improper w.r.t. M, 
there is a successor L’ of L such that L’ C M’ and St(L’, M’) s St(L, M). Then also 
L’ CPM’ (since L CPM) and, moreover, (L’( -C IL1 by assumption (a). Hence 
IjM’l1 +St(L’, M’)/+ IL’! < /St(L, M)! + iI-1 = l\ql. 
(a2) Let L =XK, - - . Kk and M = GL, - . - Lk, where X is a variable and G is 
not a variable. Then, because of L C, M, G E St(L, M) and Lev(G) < p. From the 
assumption M+ St(L, M) it follows that k 2 1 and, consequently, G =h M. Since 1.1 
satisfies (Arg), k*l implies also JL(>O (k~1~K1c,,L31KII<ILI). Hence, 
using G E St(L, M) we can simply conclude llG/ <llMll by 
IIGII ==St(L, M)ll -=IlSt(& M)ll+ II-1 = IlMll. 
(b) Let L = FK1 . - - Kk with k 2 1, JF)<(LI. Then we can write, because of 
LC,M: M=GL,.- . Lk with F C,G, St(F, G) E St(L, M) (and dS0 Ki C,h, 
St(Kiy &) c St(L, M) for i = 1, . . . , k). It follows that G chM (with Lev(G) = 
LevQ) and IlGll <I(M(I because of 
/Gil G IlSt(E G)ll + IFI s IlSt(L M)ll + IFI < IlSt(L, M)ll+ IL! = llM\l. 
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This completes the proof of the fact that 1.1 is also weakly reducing. The 
remaining part of (iv) follows immediately by inspection of the above argumenta- 
tion. (In particular as to (2) in (iv): observe that in the treatment of case (a2) 
above we did not use the assumption (a) at all.) 
(v) First we prove the following claim, using only the fact that (-1 satisfied 
(Fex) . 
Claim. Suppose: L E V, Typ(L) = 0. Then 
VF=,L [Lev(F) s p + 1 + 3K cagL I(Ll( < JKI + IFI]. 
Proof. Let L=FK1** . Kk with k 2 1, Lev(F) “p + 1. Choose variables 
X1, . . . , X, of the same types as K1, . . . , Kk respectively. Then FX1 * - * Xk CL 
and St(E%, L) = {K,, . . . , Kk}\Var. Moreover: FZ%EcpL, since for each i (1 s i s 
k): Lev(K,) c Lev(F) s p + 1 and, consequently, Lev(Ki) s p. 
Hence, by the definition of ((LI(, 
W-II 4lSt(Rf, LIl+ I*l ~m~~llKIll, . . . , lK&+ lnfl. 
Fix KE{K~,..., Kk} such that IlKI\ = max{l(K,((, . . . , ll&II}. Then K c,,,L and, 
since also I(KI( < JKI (see (ii) above), IlLI\ d JK( + lE%l. Since Typ(m = Typ(L) = 0 
and k 3 1 it follows also, by repeated application of (Fex), that I&I < IFI. Hence 
J(L(l<lKJ + lF(, as desired. q Claim 
After this we proceed as follows. By assumption: p <o, I-) has rank p + 1 and 
VK, L E V (IKI < IL( + IKI + IKI < JL I). Obviously this implies: 
(*) VK, F, L E V [(IKI < IL1 A IFI <IL!) 3 IKI + IFI s ILlI 
By (iv) above we already know that the ordinal assignment (I-11 is of rank p + 1 
(take q = p + 1). In order to prove that I(-11 is also of rank p we must show: 
So let ME V be given. Write Iln/rll= IJSt(L, M)ll+ IL\ with L CPM, M$ St(L, M). 
Since (-1 is of rank p + 1 we have (a) VL’ tL lL’l<lLl or (b) for some Fc,L, 
IFI <(LI and Lev(F)Gp+ 1. If (a) applies, then we are done because of (1) and (2) 
in (iv). We are also done if Typ(M) # 0 (or equivalently: Typ(L) # 0), for in that 
case each successor M’ is of the form MX1 . * - X, with X,, . . . , X, E Var and 
Typ(M$l = 0, whence VM’ t M (IM’I( < Iln/rj since (l-11 satisfies (Fex) (see (iv)). 
So it remains to consider the following case: Typ(L) = 0 and (b) holds. But this 
case cannot apply. For suppose that Typ(L) = 0 and F is as in (b). Then, by the 
above claim, IlLI < (K( + JFI for some K c,%L. Moreover: IKI + IF( < IL1 because of 
(*). (Recall that IKI < IL( holds since 1.1 satisfies (Arg) and that IFI -C IL1 holds by 
assumption.) Hence IILII < ILI and, consequently, IIWL WI + IILII < 
IlSt(L, M)ll+ IL1 = IlMll. But this contradicts (iii) above. q 
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2.12. Proof of Theorem 2.6. Let 1.1: V+ON and (I*\] = RED,(]*]) : V + ON be as 
in the statement of Theorem 2.6; so l-1 is of rank p+ 1, where p<o. Write 
I-]‘= exp(j.0; then I\*]] = SUB,((-I’). It is obvious that I-1’ is of rank p + 1 again; this 
follows from a glance at the definitions in 2.3, recalling that the operation 
exp : ON + ON is strictly increasing. Moreover: the property exp(a) + exp(a) = 
exp(a + 1) of exp (combined with the monotonicity of exp) implies VK, L E V 
(IKI’ C (L]’ + (KI’ + ]K(’ G IL]‘). H ence, by Lemma 2.11(v) (applied to (-1’ instead of 
I-]), ]lj] is of rank p, indeed. And also: if ME V, then by Lemma 2.11(ii), 
IIMI s WI = exp(lM). Cl 
2.13. In order to prove Lemma 2.8 we tirst list some more basic properties of the 
operation SUB, (0 6 p GO), as defined in 2.5: 
Lemma. Let 1.1, 1.)’ : V+ ON be ordinal assignments and let 0 sq 6p SW. Then 
the following hold: 
(i> S~,(~~l)~SUB,(l~l) ( i.e., VA4E VSuB,(J.()(M)~SuB,(I.()(M)). 
(ii) S~,(S~,(l~O) = S~,W 
(iii) VM E V [Lev*(M) < q j SUB,(I~I)(M) = SUB,(J-l)(M)]. 
(iv) VME V[(VNcMVLCNIL]~(L(‘) * SuB,(I.))(M)~SuB,((.J’)(M)]. 
In consequence: (-I<(*(’ 3 SUB,(I~()~SUE%,(I*I’). 
Proof. The proofs of (i), (iii) and (iv) are straightforward, by induction on the 
length lh(A4) of terms ME V. (As to (i) and (iii): for all terms L and M we 
have because of q sp: L C,M + L CPM, respectively Lev*(M) sq j 
(L&M c=j LC,M). As to (iv): observe that, in general, LiTNcKCA.4 + 
3N’ L CN’ c M; this enables us to make the induction step.) 
(ii) Write I]-]] = SUB,((~]) and III.III=SUB,(SUB,(\.()) = SUB,(])*((). We already 
know, by Lemma 2.11(ii), that I\]*]]]~]]-\]. W e will now prove by induction on 
lb(M) that also ]]M]I s ]]]~]I f or each ME V; altogether this implies ]I]-]]]=]\*]]. So let 
ME V and let ]]\~]]=]]]St(L, M)l]]+]]L]] with L C,M and A4$ St& M). Then also 
L&M since q sp. Hence, by Lemma 2.ll(iii), ]]Ml]~]]St(L, M)]]+~]L]]. Moreover, 
by the induction hypothesis, (]St(L, M)]] s I]]St(L, M)]JJ. Therefore ]]M] s 
IIIWG M)lll+llLll = IIIMII. 0 
2.14. Proof of Lemma 2.8. Let (V, h) = (A’, Lev*) or (V, h) = (TR, Deg). Let 
I-(: V-ON be an ordinal assignment. Write (-Jn,p = RED,,,(]-I) (psn Co). In 
view of the definition of RED*,(J-l)(M) (at the beginning of 2.8) it suffices to 
prove: 
Vn < 0 VM E V [Lev*(A4) + 1 s n j IM],,o s ]M],+l,O]. 
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So let n < o be given, n 2 1. By induction on n - p we prove, more generally, that 
for each p<n: 
VME V [Lev*(M) + 1s n 3 1MI,,, < (M(n+l,p]. 
p=n-1: By definition, (.(,,_r = RED,_,(l.J) and I.(n+l,n-l = RED,_, 
(RED,()*))). Using Lemma 2.13 we derive: 
(1) For all ME V with Lev*(M)<n--1: 
IMI,,,-r = RED,-r(l#(M) = SUB,-I(exp(l#)(M) 
= SUB,(exp(I#)(M) = RED,(I*I)(M) (see 2.13(iii)). 
(2) ~Q,O4) = S~,(exp(H)) = SUELdSUB,kdld)) 
= S~,-d~D,(l4)) ~SUB,~,(exp(RED,(l.l))) 
= ~JL,O=D,(~d)) = k+~,n-I. 
Hence IM,,,-1 = ~Q,(H)UW s 1~1,+1,,-1 for all ME V with Lev*(M) + 1s n. 
P <n - 1: BY definition, li,,p = ~Q,(I~l,,,+J = S~,(ew(li,,,+J) and IL+l,p = 
REDp(J~(n+l,p+l) = SUB,(exp((~(,+,,,+,)). The induction hypothesis implies: 
exp(lM,,,+l) ~dlMn+I,,+I ) for all ME V with Lev*(M)+ 1 d n. Now apply 
Lemma 2.13(iv). 0 
2.15. This completes the first part of this section, which concerned the reduction 
of the ranks of already given weakly reducing ordinal assignments. We now turn 
to the actual construction of these. 
First we settle, for later reference, a lemma about the so-called property (Fra); 
by definition, an ordinal assignment 1.1: V + ON satisfies (Fra) if 
VME VVLCMJL(<(M(. 
Lemma. Let 1.1: V -+ ON be an ordinal assignment and let 0 <p < w. Suppose that 
I-( satisfies (Fra). Then SUB,(I-1) also satisfies (Fra). 
Proof. Let ()*(I = SUF3,()-I). W e p rove by induction on lb(M) that, for each ME V, 
VLCMllLll~llh411. So let LIME V. Write ll~ll=llSt(K,M)ll+IKI with KC,M, 
M$St(K, M). By Lemma 2.1O(ii) there exists an infimum inf(K, L) of K and L 
w.r.t. C. Moreover: 
VNgSt(inf(K, L), L) 3F~!3t(K, M) NCF. 
Hence inf(K, L) C,L (since also K CPM) and further, by the induction hypothesis 
(applied to FE ST(K, M)), lISt(inf(K, L), L)ll d IlSt(K, ~)ll. Furthermore: 
linf(K, L)I s 14, since inf (K, L) CK and 1.1 satisfies (Fra). We conclude: 
IILII sIISt(inf(K, L), L)ll+ linf(K, L)l G llWK M)ll+ I4 = IIMII. 0 
2.16. Construction IA. We construct as follows a map 1.1: A’ ---, w. First we 
define, by recursion on the length of terms ME A’, an auxiliary map f : A’ + o. 
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1. If M=AK, - - - Kk with k 20 and A E VarU{O, S}, then 
f(M) = max@-ev(A), f(K,) + 1, . . . , f Wd + 11. 
2. If M = (AXG)K, . * . Kk with k ~0, then 
f(M)=max{Lev(X),f(G),f(K,),...,f(K,)}+l. 
Next we define for each ME A’: 
3f 04 if Typ(M) = 0 and VL C_ ML E Var, 
(M( = 3f(M) + 1 if Typ(M) # 0 and VL c_,ML ~Var, 
3f(M)+2 otherwise (i.e., if 3L c=,MLgVar). 
Lemma. This map (*(:h’ +- w is a weakly reducing ordinal assignment. Moreover: 
it satisfies (Fra) (cf. 2.15). 
Proof. It suffices to prove the following (cf. 2.2 and 2.3): 
(1) VMEA~VL=M\L~=(M~. 
(2) 1.1 satisfies (Arg), (Fex) and (Fra). 
(3) Let M= (AXG)HK1 - * . Kk E h’, Typ(M) = 0. Then: 
a. If E&K,, . . . , Kk E Var, then JG[H/X]K, * * - Kk ( <(Ml. 
b. I~~LE{H,K, ,..., Kk} L$Var, then (AXGI<JM(. 
But this is a routine exercise: the details are left to the reader. 0 
cons~ction IB. Let (*l:A’ + o be as constructed above. From 1.1 we construct 
the following map (*lh : A’ + ON (cf. 2.8): 
I-Ii = =Wl-1). 
Corollary. I-IA is a reducing ordinal assignment and for all ME A’ we have: 
(MI, s 2,(IMI) <u, where n = Lev*(M). Moreover: (.I* satisfies (Fra). 
Proof. The first part follows immediately from the above Lemma and Theorem 
2.8 (see also the remark after the latter). 
As to the second part (“(.Jx satisfies (Fra)“): after inspection of the construction 
of (*lh = RED,((.I) from 1.1 (see Definition 2.8) it is clear that his follows ultimately 
from the following two facts. 
(1) 1.1 satisfies (Fra) (see the above lemma). 
(2) In general: if 1-I’: V + ON is any ordinal assignment that satisfies (Fra), then 
the same holds for exp((.)‘) (this is obvious) and, consequently, also for 
RED,((~(‘)=SUB,(exp(l~l’)), for all pso (see Lemma 2.15). 0 
2.17. Using the reducing ordinal assignment I*Ih : A’ + w, as in construction IB, 
we will now construct a map (*J,:TR + ON; afterwards we will prove that I*In is a 
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weakly reducing ordinal assignment and, moreover, that for each n EN the 
restriction of IsIR to TR, is of rank n. 
We will make use of the following technical notions: 
(i) A standard frame of a term M is a frame L of M with the following 
properties: 1. each free variable of L has exactly one free occurrence in L and 2. 
if X is a free occurrence of variable X in L and if Y1, . . . , Yk (k 20) are the 
variables that have a free occurrence in L at the left of X, then X is just the first 
variable of the proper type such that X6 { Y1, . . . , Yk} and X is not bound in L. 
It is clear that M has only finitely many standard frames and, furthermore, that 
for each frame L of M there exists a unique standard frame K of M such that 
K=L. 
(ii) By a recursion redex we mean a term of the form B or Bii, where B is a 
recursion block and n E N. 
(iii) The (numeral free) h’-frame M* of term M is the (unique) standard 
frame L of M with the following properties; here we write M = 
L[K,, . . . , Kk/Xl, . . . , X,] with {X1, . . . . , X,} = FV(L) and, consequently, 
St(L, M) = {K,, . . . , Kk}\Var. 1. LEA’ and L contains no numerals. 2. Each 
element of St(L, M) is a numeral or a recursion redex. 3. If 1 s i s k and Ki is a 
numeral, then the free occurrence of Xi in L is neither in the context sXi nor in a 
context of the form Xii with 1 G j < k and Kj a recursion block. 
In addition we define: Ret(M) is the set of all recursion redices that belong to 
St(M*, M) (with M* the h’-frame of M, as above). 
Remark. The elements of Ret(M) are just the recursion redices that have a 
maximal occurrence in M. 
(iv) A recursion term is a term of the form BK1 . * * Kk with B a recursion 
block, k 20. The head (recursion) redex of such a recursion term BK1 - . - Kk 
(with B a recursion block) is BK, if k 31 and K1 is a numeral and it is B 
otherwise. (So the head redex of a recursion term belongs to Ret(M).) 
(v) L = _M means that L is a recursion argument of M; that is: M is a 
recursion term and if we write M = FK1 . * * Kk with F the head redex of M, then 
L E {K,, . . . , Kk}. 
(vi) If M is any term of type u1 + * * * + a, + 0 with k 2 1, then 
M+=MX, . . . X, 
where, for each i (1 s i G k), Xi is the first variable of type a,. (So if Typ(M) # 0, 
then M + M’ by clause (1) in 2.2.) 
2.18. Construction IIA. In order to construct the map ]*IR:TR * ON we ftrst 
construct two auxiliary maps g, f : TR + ON. g is defined by redursion on the 
length of terms: (recall that Mx is the A’-frame of term M, as deflned in 2.17(G) 
above) 
1. If M is not a recursion redex (cf. 2.17(ii)), then 
g(M)=max{g(B) 1 BERec(M)} (=O if M~hl). 
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2. g(RGH) = max(g(G), g(H) + w) + w. 
3. g(RGHfi) = max(g(G), g(H) + w) + JG*l, - n. 
4. g(TG)= g(G)+\< l+w. 
5. g(TGii) = g(G)+((G*I, +2)()nI+ 1). 
6. g([T]G~)=g(G)+((G*l,+2).(nl+2. 
7a. g([T]Gnm) = g(G) + (]G*lh + 2)(\mj + 1) + 1 if m < n. 
7b. g([T]GrIim) = 0 if im 4 n. 




g(M)+ (M*(, if M$ A’. 
After these preparations we finally define: 
f(M) if MEY, 
w + 3f(M+) + 1 if M is a recursion term and Typ(M) # 0 and 
(Ml, = VLC .,,ML E V=, 
w+3f(M)+2 if EILc,,ML$Var, 
w + 3f (n/r> otherwise 
(where M+ is as in 2.17(vi)). 
construction W. ().(lR = RED,(Ij,). 
2.19. Theorem. (i) The map I.IR :TR -+ ON, as in Construction IIA, is a weakly 
reducing ordinal assignment. For each n EN the restriction of I.lR to TR, is of rank 
n. Moreover: the ordinals assigned by (.lR are bounded as follows: 
VMETR(MI,<(< 1. w. 
(ii) The map II&: TR + ON, as in Construction IIB, is a reducing ordinal 
assignment (in other words: an ordinal assignment of rank 0). Moreover: for all 
terms ME TR, 
\jM)(,<2,((~ \ * w) with n = Deg(M). 
In consequence, the successor relation --, is wellfounded and the tree that is 
generated from any term by repeated application of the successor relation has length 
less than the first e-number > (x ( * co. 
Proof. We start with listing a number of immediate consequences 
Cl, c2,. . . ) Cl0 of the definitions in Construction IIA. We abbreviate: 
RV = {ME TR ) M is a recursion term, 
Typ(M) # 0 and VL c,,M L E Var} 
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(with R and V referring to ‘recursion’ and ‘variable’, respectively). So if ME RV, 
then ]M(n = w + 3f(M+) + 1. 
Cl. s,f and IdR are ordinal assignments again (in the sense of 2.3). 
C2. VME TR g(M) = max{g(B) 1 B E Ret(M)}. So Ret(L) E Ret(M) 3 g(L) s 
g(M). 
C3. f satisfies (Fex) (since I-Ix satisfies (Fex)). 
C4. If LEA’ and My! A’, then ]LJn= ]Llh CO sIMIR. 
C5. If L$h’, Mtfh’ and M$RV, then f(L)<f(M)j lL(,<IMIR. (If LERV, 
then observe that because of C3: f(L+)<f(L) and consequently lLIR = o+ 
3f(L+) + 1 c 6J + 3f(L).) 
C6. If B is a recursion block and it EN, then g(Bii) <g(B). (This is obvious if 
BsRGII. If B=TG, then make use of: Va~OnVp<o pa!<cw+w. If B= 
[T]Gti, with n< m and consequently Jn(+ 1 <(mJ, then we have: 
g(Bn) = g(G) + (IG*\h + 2)(lnl+ l)+ 1 s g(G) + ((G*\, + 2) * Irn\ + 1 
<g(G)+(IG*I,+2)-ImJ+2=g(B). 
Finally, if B=[T]Gfi and in< m, then g(Bfi)=0<2<g(B).) 
C7. f(H) < g(H)+ o < g(RGH6) and g(RGHn + 1) = g(RGHfi) + IG*l*. 
03. g(G) =S g(RGHfi). 
c9. g(G) < g([TlGfi) and g(TGfi) = g([T]Gfi) + \G*\,. 
ClO. g([T]GfiTim) = g(TGfi) + 1 if m < n. 
Now we turn to the actual proof of the theorem. (ii) follows immediately from 
(i) in view of Theorem 2.8. So we restrict our attention to (i). To begin with: the 
bound I< ) - w is clear by a simple inspection of the definitions in Construction 
IIA. (Recall that the order type 1~ 1 of 4 is infinite.) 
By Cl the map (-In is an ordinal assignment indeed. Now it is easy to see that it 
suffices to prove the following: 
(1) I*In satisfies (Fex). 
(2) ]*IR satisfies (Arg). 
(3) Let M = (AXG)HK, * - * Kk, Typ(M) = 0. Then ) G[H/XJK, * - * Kk In < ]MIR_ 
(4) Let M be a recursion term of type 0 and let B be the head redex of M. 
Then: 
a. If VKcrarg M K E Var, then VL t M (L IR < (MI,. 
b. If 3Kc rargM K$ VW then 1% < IML 
As to (1). Let METR(~-+ T), X~Var(a). We must prove: IM&<IM(, and 
(7 = 0 + I=lR < IMIR). C use 1: M$RV. Apply C3 and C5. Case 2: MERV. If 
720, then we have: MXERV, M+=(MX) and, consequently, 
]MX]n = o + 3f((MX)+) + 1 = o + 3f(M+) + 1 = (MIR. 
If T=O, then M+=MX and 
]MX(, = w + 3f(MX) = w + 3f(M+) <o + 3f(M+) + 1 = IMI,. 
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As ro (2). Let L carg M. Case 1: ME A’. Then also LEA’ and ILIR= \LIA < 
IMI* = lMIR since (*I* satisfies (Arg). Case 2: M#h’ and L EAT. Then (Ll,<IM(, 
by C4. Case 3: M$ A’ and L$ A’. Then M$ RV, since if ME RV, then VK carg M 
K E A’. It is easy to see that Ret(L) c_ Ret(M) and L* c_M* (modulo z). Hence 
g(L) s g(M) and IL*l, < Iwl, since I*(* satisfies (Arg). Therefore f(L) <f(M) and 
also, by C5, lL(,<(Ml,. 
As to (3). Write L = G[H/XjK, - * - Kk. Case 1: ME A’. Then also L E A’ and 
ILl,= ILI, <(Ml, = IMIR since ).\A satisfies (Sue). Case 2: M$ A’ and L E A’. Then 
lLIR<lMIR by C4. Case 3: My! A’ and Ly! A’. Since M=(AXG)HK, - - - Kk the 
XT-frame of M is of the form 1M*=(AXG’)H’Ki . . - K;, where 
G’, H’, K;, . . . , K;EA~. Let L’= G’[H’/XjKi - - . K;. Then IL’(, <IWIA since ).I* 
satisfies (Sue). On the other hand it follows by a simple inspection that L*CL’ 
and that each recursion redex FE Ret(L) belongs to Ret(M) or is of the form F,,A 
with F0 E Ret(M), n EN. Hence JL*l, =S jL’lA, since )-IA satisfies (Fra), and g(L)< 
g(M) because of C2 and C6. 
So it follows that f(L) = g(L) + IL*l, =S g(M)+ IL’\, < g(M) + [WI* = f(M) and, 
consequently, lLIR < lMIR by C5. (M$ RV since Typ(M) = 0.) 
As to (4a). Let M=BX,-- * X,, Typ(M) = 0, where B is a recursion redex and 
Xi is a variable for each i (1-t -C ’ G k). Suppose M + L. We will prove that 
lLIR<jMIR. Choose Y l Var with Typ(Y) = Typ(B). Then Ret(M) = {B}, M* = 
YXr - * *X, andf(M)=g(B)+IYX,...X,J,. 
Case 1: I3 is a recursion block. Then L-X, or L =BrIX*. * * X, for some 
rt EN. If L -XI, then ILIR< lMIR by C4. If L = BiiXz * * * X,, then, for some 
ZEVai-, L*=zxzxz~**x~, Ret(L) = {BE}, f(L) = g(Bii) + (Zx, - - - X, I* < 
g(B)+IYX, * - * X,(, = f(M), making use of C6 and the fact that (.(k satisfies (Fra). 
Hence ILIR<lMIR by C5. 
Case 2: B =RGHa. Then L = HXI * * * X,. If L E A’, then IL!,< IM(, by C4. 
If L$ A’, then, by C3 and C7, f(L)Sf(H)C g(B)Sf(M) and, consequently, 
lLl,<lMI, by C5. 
Case 3: B=RGHn+l. Then L=G(RGHfi)fiXI * * * X, and Ret(L)= 
Ret(G) U{RGHfi}, L* = G*YxXl . . . X, with x l Var(0). Hence g(L) = 
g(RGH$, by C2 and C8, and (L*F(, < (G*lh since (.jh satisfies (Fex). It follows that 
f(L) = g(L) + (L*(, < g(RGH$ + JG*(, = g(B) <f(M) (see C7) and therefore 
lLl~<lMliz by C5. 
Case 4: B = TGii. Then L = G([T]GA)iiXI - * . X,, Ret(L) = Ret(G) U{[flGfi}, 
L*=G*YxX,- . . X,. Hence g(L) = g([T]Gii) (see C9) and IL*(, cIG*(~. 
Therefore, by C9, f(L) = g(L) + IL*!* < g([T]Gii) + IG*lA = g(B) <f(M) and, con- 
sequently, JLI,<lMI, by C5. 
Case 5: B=[T]Gfiti. If -m<n, then L=o and lLIR<lMIR by C4. NOW 
suppose m< n. Then L = TGtiX, . * . X, and, by ClO, 
f(L) = g(L)+(L*(, = g(TGrii)+jyx, - . . X,(, 
<g(TG~)+l+(YX,...X,(,=g(B)+IYX,...X,I,=f(M). 
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Hence [LIR<lMIR by C5. 
As to (4b): Let M be the recursion term BK, - - - Kk, of type 0, with head 
redex B, where I& is not a variable for some i (1 <i s k). Write M* = YL1 . - . IL,, 
B’EBX,. . - X,. Then I(B’)*IA = (Yx, * . . X,1, =G IYL., . . . LklA = IkPh (since (.lk 
satisfies (Fra)). Also g(B+) = g(B) =Z g(M), since 33 E Ret(M). Hence f(B+) < 
f(M). Now by the definition of (.IR from f: 
lB(,=o+3f(B+)+lsw +3f(M)+l<o+3f(M)+2=IMI,. 0 
3. Reduction of higher type levels by means of kmsfinite recursion 
Using the results of the preceding section we will now present the intended 
alternative proof fo Schwichtenberg’s theorem about definitions of ordinal recur- 
sive functionals (see the introduction). We start with some preparations for a 
precise formulation of this theorem; these preparations include (1) the description 
of some standard constructions of w.o.‘s from given w.o.‘s and (2) the definition of 
the natural class of the so-called good w.o.‘s, to which the theorem will apply. 
Together with (1) and (2) we will also state some simple corresponding facts that 
will be needed lateron. 
3.1. We assume some standard coding ( ) of finite sequences of numbers to be 
given (for convenience with code 0 for the empty sequence), together with 
(primitive recursive) functions lh (‘length’), m (‘projection’) and * 
(‘concatenation’) such that 
lh((x,, . . . , G-1)) = n2, 
4, c%, . . * , x._~)) = q for i <n, 
(x0, . . ., x7?-1) * (Yo, . . . , Yn-l)=(xo, * . .T x1-1, Yo, * * -3 Y,-1). 
Seq is the (primitive recursive) set of the sequence numbers. 
If x,yESeq, then x&y means: 3z~Seqx * z=y (‘x is a prefix of y’) and 
xCy:xEy~x#y (‘x is a proper prefix of y’). 
Now let -C be any W.O. and let k SO. Then < * k is the following W.O. 4’ of 
order type (<I. k: 
Field(<‘) = {(x, y) ) xEField(<)r\y<k} 
and, for all (x, y), (x’, y’)~Field(-~ ‘), 
(x, Y)<‘(X’, y’> e y cy‘v(y = Y’AX-C x?. 
Further: 2” is the following W.O. K* of order type 2”‘: 
Field(c*)={x~Seq\ViClh(x) T(i, x)~Field(<) 
r\Vi (i + 1 <lb(x) =$ 7r(i + 1, x)x m(i, x))) 
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and, for all x, y E Field(<*), 
x<*y e xCyv3zESeq3a, b EN (z * (a)Lxr\z * (b)Eyr\a< b). 
If at EN, then the initial segment of < up to n is the W.O. 4 ]n with 
Field(c]n)={xEField(<)]x<n} and x<]ny e xqydn. 
(So 1~ In] = In],; cf. 1.2.) A W.O. X’ is called an initial segment of 4 if X’ =< or 
K’=<]n for some nEN. 
A split embedding of the W.O. 4 into a W.O. 4’ is a pair cf, g) of functions 
f, g:N +N such that 
Vx, Y EN lI(x< y + f(x)~‘f(y))r\(x~Field(~) + f(x)=@ 
A (x E Field(i) j g@(x)) = x)]. 
Lemma. Let K and 4’ be w.o.‘s and let 1 <k SO. Then: 
(i) If there exists a split embedding cf, g) of x into 4’ such that f, g E REC,(<‘), 
then for cdl n EN : REC,(<) G REC,(<‘). 
(ii) For all ~EN:REC,(K)EREC,(<. k) and REC,(~)cREQ(2”). 
(iii) 7’he characteristic functions of <, 4 - k and 2K’k belong to RISC,(<). 
(iv) If O=ZpGq=Gw, then < - p is an initial segment of < * q. 
(v) If < is un initial segment of d’, then 2’ is also an initial segment of 2”. 
Proof. (i) By using a similar idea as in [7, 01.61. 
(ii) By application of (i) with 4’ = -K - k, respectively 4’ = 2’; in both cases the 
construction of appropriate functions f and g is easy. (As to fE REC,(<‘): make 
use of the fact that the characteristic function of 4’ belongs to REC,(<‘).) 
(iii) By Lemma 1.2 we already know that K, E REC,(<). The rest of (iii) is an 
easy consequence of this. 
(iv) and (v) are obvious. q 
3.2. Let -c be a W.O. We define as follows the so-called basic operations p< :N + 
N (‘predecessor’) and @, : N x N + N (‘addition modulo < ‘) of 4. For conveni- 
ence we omit the index < from p<, @, and (xl, (x E hJ). 
If 1x1 is a successor ordinal, then p(x) is determined by: p(x)~Field(<) and 
Ix] = Ip(x 1. In all other cases p(x) = 0. 
If x, y E Field(<), then x@ y is determined by: x@ y E Field(<) and either 
(x(+-Jy(= (x@y( or ]x(+]y(= (<(+(x@yJ. If x&Field(<) or ygField(<), then xG3 
y =o. 
We call K a good W.O. if x is infinite (i.e. o G I-Z 1) and these basic operations of 
K both belong to REC,(<). Note that this is a quite natural property; it applies, 
e.g., to the infinite standard wellorderings of order type <E,, as constructed in the 
usual way. (In fact, for these the functions p< and G3< are even primitive 
recursive.) 
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Lemma. Let -c be a good W.O. and let l- -Z k s w. Then the basic operations of x - k 
and 2<.k belong to REC,(<). In consequence, by Lemma 3.l(ii), 4 * k and 2<.k 
are good w.o.‘s again. 
Proof. Easy exercise. (As to 2”k: make use of a similar argumentation as in 
[9,§2]; obviously the class of the ‘good w.o.‘s’ is a subclass of the class of the ‘nice 
w.o.‘s’ in the sense of [9, $23.) 0 
We are now able to present a precise formulation of the mentioned result of 
Schwichtenberg. (In fact, the condition on the W.O. x below is not the literal 
version of Schwichtenberg’s condition in [7,03.8], but this difference does not 
seem to be essential.) 
3.3. Theorem (Schwichtenberg [6], [7]). Let < be a good W.O. Suppose that 
Qi E FUX,+,(K) and that @ has type level =Sn. Then for some k EN: 
@ E REc,(2x”k.. 
3.4. The intended alternative proof of this theorem will take up the rest of this 
section from 3.5. Before beginning with it we state the following corollary, which 
is obtained by combination with the result of Terlouw [9] in the other direction. 
(Historically this result in the other direction goes back to earlier papers of 
Kreisel and Tait, but it seems that [9] is the only reference for a detailed proof of 
the general version that is incorporated in the Corollary here below. For a further 
discussion see the introduction of [9].) 
Definition. Let x be a W.O. and let n, p E N. Then 
REC,(<) 1 p ={@EREC,(K) I@ has type level sp}. 
CoroUary. Let < be a good W.O. and let n EN. Then 
REC,+,(<) I n = ,vN REC,(2<.k) 1 n. 
3.5. Conventions applying to the rest of rhis section. From now on K is a fixed good 
w.o., as in the statement of Theorem 3.3. n is a fixed number al. (Observe that 
the theorem is trivially true for n = 0.) We assume that the successor relation + of 
the preceding section has been defined relative to this W.O. < (see clauses (7a) and 
(7b) in 2.2.). 
If M is a term and p is an assignment for M, then we mean by the value [Ml,, 
of M the value [Ml: of M with respect to < (see 1.4). 
We assume that there is given a canonic coding 
r ‘:TR+N: M- rM’ 
of terms into natural numbers such that the common syntactical operations on 
terms (like, e.g., substitution) as well as some other simple operations that will be 
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used below correspond to primitive recursive functions; the construction of such a 
coding is routine. 
3.6. D&&ion. (i) For convenience we denote the W.O. 2”“, of order type 
exp(l< I - w), by -c *. We write )x1= 1x1, and 1x(* = (xl,* for x EN (cf. 1.2). 
(ii) Let Ijn:TR-+I<( - o be the ordinal assignment as in 2.12, Construction 
IIA, and let RED,(I*j,) :TR + exp(li I - o) be constructed from (.(n as in 2.5. For 
convenience we will write from now on: 
Corresponding to this ordinal assignment I(*I( :TR -+ I<*) we define as follows a 
function ord : N + N. If A4 E TR, then 
ord( rM ) E Field(<*) and (ord( ‘Ml) I * = lli’vfll. 
If c EN and c is not the code of a term, then ord(c) = 0. 
(iii) We define as follows the so-called modified successor relation > between 
terms. (Instead of M > L we will also write L CM.) Let term M be given. We 
consider two cases: 
(H) 3F q, M (ll~ll< Il~jl A rev s n). Then let F be the head term of M with 
minimal length such that ll~ll< (JM(I and Lev(F) =S n. Write M = FK1 * * - &. Then 
by definition: 
M>L @ LE{F,& ,..., L-Q}. 
(S) (H) does not apply to M. Then 
M>L e M-L. 
In order to be able to formulate (in Lemma 3.8 below) some crucial properties 
of this modified successor relation > and of the ordinal assignment I\*11 we need a 
few additional syntactical notions: 
3.7. Definition. (i) If u, r l Typ, then (+c T means that u is a subtype of T; 
recursively defined: 
crc0 e a=0 and a~r~+~~ e U=T~+=T~VUCT~VCTCT~. 
If M is any term, then 
Typ*(M)={a~Typ)3LcMucTyp(L)} 
(ii) By &f we denote the closure of term M; that is: 
I\;l=AX,...X,.M, 
where {X1, . . . , X,} = FV(M) and rX1l < * . . < rX,l. (If M is closed, then k = 0 
and &f = M.) 
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3.8. Lemma. (i) VMETR,,, VL <M llLll<Il~l/\ord(‘L’)<*ord(‘M’). 
(ii) VMETR,,~ VL <MTyp*(L) E Typ*(M)r\Lev(L) smax(n, L.ev(&f)). 
(iii) ord E REC,( x ). 
Proof. (i) Let 1.1’ be the restriction (.IR to TR,,,; then 1.1’ is an ordinal assignment 
of rank n + 1 (see Theorem 2.19(i)). Hence, by Theorem 2.6, RED,((*I’) is an 
ordinal assignment of rank n. From the definitions it is clear that RED,((*(‘) is just 
the restriction of II.II=RED,(I.IR) to TR,+l. So it follows that 
VMETR,,, [(VL ~Mll~ll~llMllv~~~~~~lI~ll~~l~ll~~~~~~~~~n)l. 
In view of the definition of L <M this implies immediately VM E TR,,, VL < 
M IlLI\ < IlMll (recall also that (I*() satisfies (Arg)) and consequently, by the definition 
of ord, 
VMETR,,, VL<Mord(‘Ll)<*ord(‘M’). 
(ii) This is obvious from a glance at Definition 3.6&i) and at the clauses (l), 
(2), f . . 7 (7b) in 2.2. (As to clause (2): if A E Var, then A E FV(AI?) and LeV(l(,) < 
Lev(A) < Lev(A&^.) 
(iii) This is routine, by a closer inspection of the constructions in 2.5, 2.7, 2.8, 
2.16 and 2.18 (see also Lemma 2.8 and observe, in general, that in the expression 
for SUB,(I-I)(M) in Definition 2.5(i) we may restrict L to the standard frames of 
M (see 2.17(i)), since ordinal assignments identify variants (cf. 2.3). The set of 
these standard frames is finite for each term M.) As to the functions that represent 
the relevant ordinal operations with respect to 4, -c * OJ and i* (like exponentia- 
tion, addition or multiplication with finite ordinals): these belong to REC,(<) 
since 4 is a good W.O. (see Lemma 3.2 and also Lemma 3.1(m)). We omit the 
details. 0 
Another crucial property of the modified successor relation is that the value of 
a term can be computed in a simple, direct way from the values of its (modified) 
successors. Intuitively this is fairly clear if one looks at the clauses (l), 
(2), * * * , (7b) in 2.2 and (H), (S) in 3.6(E). Preceding a precise technical formula- 
tion of this fact (see Lemma 3.10 below) we first state some necessary, more or 
less standard facts concerning (1) transformation of functionals to functionals of 
standard types and (2) coding assignments (in the sense of 1.4) into functionals of 
appropriate types. 
3.9. Notation. d is the set of all assignments p such that 
Vx E dam(p) Lev(x) =% n - 1 
(cf. 1.4). If M is any term, then d(M) is the set of all p E.& such that p is an 
assignment for M (i.e. FV(M)Gdom(p); see 1.4). 
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Fact. (i) For each type u with Lev(a)<n there exist in EXP (cf. 1.2) so-called 
transformation functionals Tr,, E u + n and Tr,,, E n --, u such that 
VP E u Tr,,,(Tr,,,(W)) = Ik* 
Here n is the standard type of level n, as defined in 1.1. 
(ii) ‘There exist (1) an operation p I+ rp’ that assigns to each p E .& a functional 
rp’ of the standard type n-l (the so-called code of the assignment p) and (2) for 
each type u with Lev(u) < n - 1, functionals AP, in- l+ 0 + u (‘application’) 
and INS, E u + 0 + n-l+ n-l (‘insertion’), both belonging to EXP, such that 
(cf. 1.4): 
AP,( rp’, rx’) = p(x) if p E d, x E Var(u) II dam(p) 
INS,(q, rxl, ‘pl) = ‘p[Wxj if p E ~4, x EVar(u), *E u. 
Proof. (i) See, e.g., Normann [3, pp. 4-61; although his construction applies only 
to standard types u, i.e. u =m with m in, it can easily be generalized by 
application of certain operations for coding finite sequences of functionals by 
single functionals. The construction of such (standard) operations can also be 
found in Normann [ibid.]. 
(ii) The coding p H rpl and the corresponding functionals AP, and INS, 
(Lev(u) < n - 1) can be constructed by means of certain standard operations for 
coding finite sequences of functionals of arbitrary types with levels <n - 1 by 
single functionals of type n-l. After all this is just a matter of routine, without 
specific difficulties, so we omit the details. •I 
3.10. Lemma. Let A be a finite set of types. Then there exists a functional 
VEF2EC1(K) of type (O+n-l+n) +0-n-l+n such that for all terms M 
with Lev(&) < n and Typ*(M) c A and for all functionals 0 of type 0 --, n - l+ 
n: 
[VLcMtlp~d(L) O(‘L’, rpl>=Tr(flLb)] + 
Vp E a(M) V(0, ‘M’ , ‘p’) = Tr(l[M]I,) 
(where Tr(!l’) abbreviates Tr,,,(ly) for any functional !P of type u witIf level Gn). 
Proof. The intended functional V E (0 + n - 1 + n) + 0 + n - 1 + n can be ob- 
tained by means of a definition by cases within REC,(<), where the cases to be 
considered correspond to the clauses (H), (S) in 3.6(iii) and the clauses (l), 
(2), . . . 7 (7b) in 2.2. Some of these clauses give rise to a sequence of subcases; for 
example: in clause (1) in 2.2, 
we must consider separately each possible type of the term F. However, the point 
is that the number of these subcases is still finite, since all relevant types are taken 
from the set A, which is finite by assumption. 
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The fact that any auxiliary functional in the ultimate construction of V belongs 
to REC,(<) is either obvious or follows from Fact 3.9 or from a preceding lemma, 
like e.g. Lemma 3.8(iii) or Lemma 1.2. 
More details about the construction of V can be found in a more extensive 
preprint, which is obtainable from the author. (Preprint nr. 270, University of 
Utrecht, Department of Mathematics, December 1982.) However, in essence this 
is just a matter of routine and those details are not very interesting. Cl 
We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 3.3 along the lines as 
sketched in the introduction of this paper. However, rather than the successor 
relation += itself we will actually make use of the modified successor relation > as 
defined above. (This little inaccuracy in the introduction is justified by reasons of 
expository convenience.) The reason for this is that > has also the relevant 
properties which were referred to in the introduction and that it has in addition 
the following advantageous property: in order to prove that > is wellfounded on 
the set of terms with which we will be concerned here below, we need considera- 
bly smaller ordinals than in the case of +. (See also the remarks at the beginning 
of Section 2, just above the conventions concerning < .) 
3.11. Proof of Theorems 3.3. Let GE REC,+,(<) be given such that @ has type 
level sn. By Lemma 1.4 there exists a closed term FE TR,,, such that I[E;II = @. 
Fix k EN, k 3 1, such that ((F(]<exp((~I - k); this is possible since llFll< 
exp()K) * a). Write 4’ = 2”‘k ; then <’ is an initial segment of K* = 2”” (see 
Lemma 3.l(iv), (v)). 
Let A = Typ*(F). Obviously this subset A of Typ is finite. So corresponding to 
A we have a functional VEREC~(<) as in Lemma 3.10. Using V and the 
function ord:N + N (as defined in 3.6(n)) we define as follows, by transfinite 
recursion over <‘, a functional 0 of type 0 + n - 1 + n: 
@(XI = VC@l,, x>, 
where (using an ad hoc notation) [O], is the following functional of type 
O+n-1-n: 
Claim. (1) 0 EREC,(<‘). 
(2) VM E TR,,, [(l]w] < 14’1 A Lev(&f) s n A Typ*(M) E A) 
.+. Vp E d(M) O( ‘M’ , ‘p’) = Tr([M&,)]. 
Proof of claim. (1) This is clear since 0 has type level n and VE REC,(<‘) as 
well as orde REC,(<‘); see Lemma 3.10, Lemma 3.8(E) and also Lemma 3.1(n), 
which (two times applied) implies REC,(<) E REC,(<‘). (Remark. In the strict 
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sense a definition by <‘-recursion is of the form ?P(x) = fl([!PL,,, x); see 1.2. 
However, it is an easy exercise to reduce the above definition of 0 to this specific 
form, still staying within REC,(<‘).) 
(2) This can be proved by a straightforward induction on ]]M]], using the 
property of V (see Lemma 3.10) and Lemma 3.8(i), (ii); since -K’ is an initial 
segment of X* it follows from Lemma 3.8(i) that: 
VMETR,,, []]M]]< (~‘1 --j VL <M ord( ‘L1)<‘ord( ‘M’)]. 0 Claim 
Now let FETR,,~ be as above, representing the functional @ with type.level 
<n. Obviously we have: (IF]] < (~‘1 (since, by the choice of k, llF\l <exp(]i ( * k) = 
l-c’l), Lev@) < n (since Lev(fi) = Lev(F) < n), Typ*(F) G A (trivial, by the choice 
of A) and @E&Z(F) (since. F is a closed term). Hence, by claim (2), 
O( ‘F1, ,!J1 ) = Tr,, (llFll& = Tr,, (UFD) = Tr,,(@), 
where u is the common type of @ and F. Using claim (1) and Fact 3.9(i) we 
conclude: 
@=Tr,,,(O(‘F’, ‘P)‘))EREC,(<‘). 0 
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